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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Supergeneralist species, defined as species that interact with multiple groups of species, are considered key species in interaction networks because they act as important connectors of species subsets that otherwise would be unconnected \[[@pone.0137198.ref001],[@pone.0137198.ref002],[@pone.0137198.ref003]\]. The selective removal of species with large number of interactions enhances the fragility of networks \[[@pone.0137198.ref004]\] and, for the specific case of pollinators, it may affect plant diversity \[[@pone.0137198.ref005]\]. Thus, it is important to understand the role of these species in interaction networks, especially considering the rapidly changing conditions of their habitats.

Global changes, mainly the presence of invasive species, climate changes, and habitat disturbance, exert important influences on interaction networks \[[@pone.0137198.ref006],[@pone.0137198.ref007]\]. First, invasive species, even when acting as supergeneralists, can exhibit a different role in interaction networks, presenting a disruptive effect, modifying the strength of interactions, and decreasing the connectivity among native species, with detrimental consequences to their interacting partners \[[@pone.0137198.ref008],[@pone.0137198.ref009],[@pone.0137198.ref010]\] (but see exceptions regarding alien plants in \[[@pone.0137198.ref011],[@pone.0137198.ref012],[@pone.0137198.ref013]\]). Theoretical studies exploring the drivers behind network invasion showed that large \[[@pone.0137198.ref014]\] and more generalist \[[@pone.0137198.ref014],[@pone.0137198.ref015]\] species are more successful invaders, whereas webs relatively easy to invade have low connectance and greater number of species \[[@pone.0137198.ref015]\]. Second, climate change, with increasing variability in temperature and precipitation, appears to have a more moderate effect on invasive species \[[@pone.0137198.ref016],[@pone.0137198.ref017]\] and, in some cases, leads to a homogenization of interaction networks due to the expansion of generalists \[[@pone.0137198.ref018]\]. It can also disrupt interactions themselves since partner species may disperse differently when seeking for new habitats \[[@pone.0137198.ref019],[@pone.0137198.ref020],[@pone.0137198.ref021]\]. Third, disturbed habitats can be better tolerated by generalist species than specialized ones \[[@pone.0137198.ref022],[@pone.0137198.ref023]\] and are more likely to facilitate the settlement of invasive species \[[@pone.0137198.ref024],[@pone.0137198.ref025],[@pone.0137198.ref026],[@pone.0137198.ref027],[@pone.0137198.ref028]\], also changing the network structure due to species loss and reorganization of interaction patterns \[[@pone.0137198.ref029]\]. Thus, complex abiotic-biotic features appear to drive species interactions.

Plant-bee interaction networks represent an important case study because pollination is a key ecosystem service \[[@pone.0137198.ref030],[@pone.0137198.ref031]\] and multiple drivers related to rapid global change are affecting pollinators worldwide \[[@pone.0137198.ref032],[@pone.0137198.ref033]\]. In Brazil, there are two well-known supergeneralist bee species playing a crucial role in interaction networks \[[@pone.0137198.ref034],[@pone.0137198.ref035],[@pone.0137198.ref036],[@pone.0137198.ref037],[@pone.0137198.ref038]\]. One is an invasive bee species, *Apis mellifera* Linnaeus 1758 (Apidae), introduced in the 1950s and currently scattered in all Brazilian regions \[[@pone.0137198.ref039]\]; the other is *Trigona spinipes* Fabricius 1793 (Apidae), a smaller native social stingless bee ([Fig 1](#pone.0137198.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Both were recently quoted as pollinators of some crop species \[[@pone.0137198.ref040]\] but their role as actual pollinator of native flora and competitor for resources has to be clarified \[[@pone.0137198.ref041],[@pone.0137198.ref042],[@pone.0137198.ref043]\].

![A) Abundance, B) Degree (number of interactions), and C) Strength of *Apis mellifera* (Am) and *Trigona spinipes* (Ts) in Brazilian weighted plant-bee networks.\
There is no significant difference between the variables (t-test; *P*\> 0.05). The horizontal line within each box is the median, and the lower and upper limits of the box define the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The lower and upper whiskers define the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively. Photo by Adrian Gonzalez and Sheina Koffler.](pone.0137198.g001){#pone.0137198.g001}

The role of supergeneralist species has being debated, and they are suggested to be key elements of mutualistic networks (\[[@pone.0137198.ref044]\] but see \[[@pone.0137198.ref045]\]), potentially shaping evolutionary dynamics \[[@pone.0137198.ref003]\] and being vulnerable to human impact \[[@pone.0137198.ref046]\]. However, the simultaneous presence of one native and one invasive bee species in the same interaction networks arises intriguing questions and, to our knowledge, this is the first attempt to analyze a situation like this.

In this work, our aim is to analyze the role of invasive *A*. *mellifera* and native *T*. *spinipes* in Brazilian plant-bee interaction networks by addressing three main questions: 1) Do both supergeneralist species have similar interaction patterns in pollination networks? 2) Are both species equally influential to the network structure? 3) How are these species affected by geographic (climate) and local (natural vs. disturbed habitats) factors? Answering these questions would represent an additional step in understanding the effect of these supergeneralist bees on interaction networks.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

We selected surveys of interactions between bees and plants conducted in Brazil, which comprised at least one year of monthly observations. All surveys followed the procedure suggested by \[[@pone.0137198.ref047]\], in which the researcher spends a fixed amount of time (3 to 5 minutes) on each flowering plant or patch along an established transect and collects all observed bees using an entomological net (see [S1 Table](#pone.0137198.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, for data sources). All surveys were performed more than 3.7 km apart (except one) and we assumed that sample sites were independent from each other. Since data on species interactions prior to the invasion of *Apis mellifera* is not available, the analysis presented here is only regarding the post-establishment communities. *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes* were both collected in all surveys analyzed. In most surveys, the type of interactions among the bees and flowers were not detailed and could include effective pollination and (or) foraging for nectar, pollen, or oil. We updated the bee taxonomic names according to Moure's Bee Catalogue website (<http://moure.cria.org.br/>) and plants according to W3Tropic of Missouri Botanical Garden (<http://www.tropicos.org/>).

We built the interaction network of each survey, which is a set of nodes (species) connected through links, with each link representing an observed interaction \[[@pone.0137198.ref048]\]. We used the surveys that presented the number of bees sampled per plant to build weighted networks. In this case, a positive integer indicated an interaction, representing the number of times a pair of species interacts \[[@pone.0137198.ref049]\], that means, the frequency of interaction instead of presence/absence interaction. To reduce the differences in overall sample sizes between different networks we normalized the data, since this procedure better reflects the role of each species in the network than the raw data, avoiding any bias in the process analysis \[[@pone.0137198.ref050]\]. To compute the species-level metrics we standardized the matrix in such way that if a(i,j) represents the number of interactions of the bee i with plant j, then the w(i,j) will be equal to a(i,j) divided by the sum of all interactions of species i if we are computing the species-level metrics for bees, and w(i,j) will be equal to a(i,j) divided by the sum of interactions of species j if we are computing the species-level metrics for plants \[[@pone.0137198.ref051]\].

To answer the first question (do both species have similar abundance and interaction patterns in plant-bee networks?), we performed a paired t-test using three features: abundance, degree, and strength of *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes*. The abundance of each bee species is the sum of all individual bees of that species that were captured in every plant during each survey. Degree is the number of links per species \[[@pone.0137198.ref044]\], i.e., the number of plant species with which each bee species interacts; thus, normalized degree is the proportion of species that a certain species interacts with, out of the total possible interaction in the network \[[@pone.0137198.ref052]\]. Strength is measured as the relative frequency of visits and represents the sum of dependencies of a species \[[@pone.0137198.ref051]\], which express the proportion of all observed interactions for each species with other species on network. Dependence is calculated as d~ij~ = N~ij~/N~i~, where N~ij~ represents the number of interactions observed between the species i and j, and N~i~ the total number of interactions identified to the plant species i \[[@pone.0137198.ref053]\].

To answer the second question (are both species equally influential to the network structure?), we used three metrics at the network level: nestedness, connectance, and bee and plant niche overlap. The nestedness metric used was NODF (Nestedness based on Overlap and Decreasing Fill, following \[[@pone.0137198.ref054]\]), which describes a pattern of interaction in which specialists interact with species that form perfect subsets of the species with which generalists interact \[[@pone.0137198.ref048]\]. A nested structure implies the existence of a group of highly connected species \[[@pone.0137198.ref055]\], which minimizes competition and increases the number of coexisting species (\[[@pone.0137198.ref056]\], but see \[[@pone.0137198.ref057]\]). Nestedness also makes the community more robust to extinction \[[@pone.0137198.ref005], [@pone.0137198.ref058]\] and habitat loss \[[@pone.0137198.ref059]\]. Connectance is the realized proportion of possible interactions \[[@pone.0137198.ref048],[@pone.0137198.ref060]\]. Niche overlap occurs when two organismic units use the same resources (or other environmental variable) and indicates the resemblance on resource utilization, for example, the likeliness of plant species set used by different bee species. In other words, it estimates the mean similarity in interaction pattern between species of the same level \[[@pone.0137198.ref060]\], and is calculated using Horn's index \[[@pone.0137198.ref061]\]. Values near 'zero' indicate no common use of partners and values equal 'one' indicate perfect niche overlap \[[@pone.0137198.ref060]\].

To answer the third question (are both supergeneralist species affected by geographic factors?), we characterized the environmental features using the geographic coordinates of each survey and three environmental layers from the bioclimatic dataset of \[[@pone.0137198.ref062]\]: altitude, annual mean temperature, and annual precipitation. We extracted the information about these features for each locality surveyed using ArcGIS 10 (Esri Inc.). As some of the surveys were performed in the 1980 and 1990 decades, we considered the information about habitat disturbance (natural vs. modified) provided by the author of the study. We considered modified habitats those surveys conducted on agro-ecosystems or in urban areas.

We used the 'specieslevel' function available in the 'bipartite' package \[[@pone.0137198.ref060]\] to calculate the metrics that describe the role of each supergeneralist species in the interaction networks (degree and strength) and the 'networklevel' function, also available in 'bipartite' package \[[@pone.0137198.ref060]\], to calculate the metrics that describe the network structure (nestedness, connectance, and niche overlap), both within R \[[@pone.0137198.ref063]\]. The 'specieslevel' function required the 'sna' package \[[@pone.0137198.ref064]\]. As there is a high correlation between various network metrics \[[@pone.0137198.ref060]\], we measured the correlation between all of the variables. We also added the values of bee and plant richness and bee abundance of each network to evaluate their correlation with the other estimates.

We estimated one linear structural equation model ('sem' package) \[[@pone.0137198.ref065]\] using R \[[@pone.0137198.ref063]\] to test a conceptual model for plant-bee interaction networks in Brazil. Structural equation models (SEM) are well suited to estimate conceptual frameworks when there are several predictor variables and direct and indirect connections, such as in our case \[[@pone.0137198.ref066],[@pone.0137198.ref067]\]. Specifically, the model tested the effect of the degree and strength of both supergeneralist bees on nestedness and on plant and bee niche overlap (question 2). In addition, the model tested the effect of environmental variables (annual mean temperature and annual precipitation) and disturbance (natural vs. modified habitats) on the degree and strength of *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes* (question 3). In this sense, strength and degree of *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes* acted both as predictor (question 2) and response (question 3) variables (see \[[@pone.0137198.ref068]\] for details on coefficient estimations). Because of the high Pearson\'s correlation coefficient among the strength of *A*. *mellifera* and the strength of *T*. *spinipes* (Pearson\'s *r* is 0.66; see [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we included their co-variation in the structural equation model. Moreover, in the subsequent analyses, we discarded connectance due to its high correlation with nestedness (Pearson\'s *r* is 0.97; see [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and discarded altitude due to its high correlation with temperature (Pearson\'s *r* is -0.93; see [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In all cases, we presented standardized coefficients to allow comparison of the intensity of different relationships. All variables met the assumptions of linearity and normality (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Type I error rate = 0.05).

Results {#sec003}
=======

We found 21 surveys presenting the number of each bee species found on a plant species (weighted interaction networks) (see [S1 Table](#pone.0137198.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details about data sources). From the 21 interaction networks, we obtained 980 species of bees and 1,246 of plants. There was a strong and positive correlation between the bee and plant richness across all sites (Pearson\'s *r* of 0.72, [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The abundance, degree, and strength of both supergeneralist bees (*A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes*) showed no significant difference (t-test *P*\>0.05) ([Fig 1](#pone.0137198.g001){ref-type="fig"}) (question 1). The interaction networks showed 48,212 bee individuals sampled, with 11,022 individuals of *A*. *mellifera* (23% of the total) and 12,938 of *T*. *spinipes* (27% of the total). The *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes* degrees presented averages of 0.48 and 0.43 and strengths of 14 and 11, respectively ([Fig 1](#pone.0137198.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The strengths of *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes* increased at sites with higher plant richness but were not associated with bee richness (Pearson\'s *r* of 0.79 and 0.65, respectively, [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, there was no correlation between the degree of *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes*, and plant or bee richness ([S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was a positive correlation between the abundance and strength of *A*. *mellifera* and between the degree and strength of *T*. *spinipes*. Moreover, there was a positive correlation between the *T*. *spinipes* abundance and *T*. *spinipes* strength and degree (Pearson\'s *r* between 0.57 and 0.82, [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, the *A*. *mellifera* abundance did not co-vary with the *T*. *spinipes* abundance (Pearson\'s *r* = 0.39), but both were positively correlated with the abundance of all other bees aggregated (Pearson\'s *r* of 0.59 and 0.62 for *A*. *mellifera* and *T*. *spinipes*, respectively, [S2 Table](#pone.0137198.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The structural equation model showed significant relationships among the proposed variables (question 2; [Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}; RMSEA index = 0.34, Bentler CFI = 0.57). The among-site variation for the *A*. *mellifera* strength and degree had a strong and contrary impact on the network metrics (nestedness and plant niche overlap), with the first positive and the second negative ([Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, *T*. *spinipes* presented lower effects, being related only to the plant and bee niche overlap ([Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, we found that the *A*. *mellifera* strength (negative) and degree (positive), and *T*. *spinipes* strength (positive) were associated with the plant niche overlap, whereas the *T*. *spinipes* strength (negative) and degree (positive) were associated with the bee niche overlap ([Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}) (see also [S1 Fig](#pone.0137198.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Conceptual model of the regulation of geographical variation in Brazilian weighted plant-bee networks tested by a structural equation model.\
Only significant effects are shown: \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001. The arrow size is proportional to the effect size (the intensity of relationship). The dotted arrows indicate negative effects. "Natural" refers to an undisturbed area (see [Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}).](pone.0137198.g002){#pone.0137198.g002}

Annual mean temperature was negatively associated with the *A*. *mellifera* strength only (question 3; Figs [2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#pone.0137198.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Annual precipitation showed no effect on the metrics of either species ([Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The local land-use influenced *T*. *spinipes* but did not influence *A*. *mellifera*. Specifically, the strength and degree of *T*. *spinipes* decreased in natural habitats in comparison to modified habitats ([Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![The strength of *Apis mellifera* (Am) decreases with temperature at lower latitudes in Brazilian weighted plant-bee networks.\
The strength of *Trigona spinipes* (Ts) was not included because it presented no significant relationship to temperature (see [Fig 2](#pone.0137198.g002){ref-type="fig"}) (DEM = Digital Elevation Model). Map was built using ArcGIS 10 (Esri Inc.).](pone.0137198.g003){#pone.0137198.g003}

Discussion {#sec004}
==========

Supergeneralist species, which interact with multiple groups of species and act as connectors of otherwise unconnected species, are important for maintaining the robustness of networks. In this study, we show that native and non-native supergeneralist bees, despite their similarities (question 1), exert different effects on interaction networks (question 2) and are affected differently by climate and landscape features (question 3).

The significant similarity of both supergeneralist bees, described here as their abundance, degree, and strength, is most likely due to their ability to occupy broad distributional ranges and the relative independence of cavities in which to build their nests. The higher number of interactions of some species may be, in many cases, associated with their abundances. There is a heated debate in the literature on the role abundance plays in structuring ecological networks \[[@pone.0137198.ref049],[@pone.0137198.ref069],[@pone.0137198.ref070]\]. In fact, models based on the neutral theory often predict the existence of highly connected species \[[@pone.0137198.ref071]\]. Nevertheless, under the assumption of neutrality, the most abundant species at a local scale is the result of ecological drift, which also predicts that most abundant species will vary across different sites. Therefore, it is not expected the same few species to be the dominant components of ecological assemblages in many different sites. In this sense, the dominance of these supergeneralist bees may be a consequence of their traits, which in turn, may also explain their ecological success. In spite of having different body sizes, both bee species present colonies with a very large number of individuals and were once considered \"similar species\" \[[@pone.0137198.ref072]\].

However, both species do not have the same effect on network structure since only *A*. *mellifera* showed a strong effect on nestedness, whereas *T*. *spinipes* was found to present a main effect on the bee niche overlap. The correlation between *A*. *mellifera* degree and nestedness was positive, suggesting that the higher the number of interactions of *A*. *mellifera*, the higher the nestedness. Nestedness describes a common topology where the most generalist species interact among them generating a core of interactions to which the rest of the species is attached, implying the existence of a relatively small group of highly connected species. In our case, *A*. *mellifera* seems to exert a positive effect on this type of topology. As already pointed, this supergeneralist species is fundamental to the maintenance of the whole network, since it participates on most of the links established with plant species. Also, the positive correlation with niche overlap suggests that the similarity of interaction patterns in each trophic level is directly related to the number of interactions showed by *A*. *mellifera* with its partners. Finally, it was already pointed by other authors that recent invasive species enter networks, interacting primarily with native generalists, which directly and rapidly increases nestedness \[[@pone.0137198.ref073]\]. Moreover, the dependence of plants on the new species may be lower than expected because other native pollinators most likely are more tightly associated with native plants. This could explain the opposite results obtained when analyzing the role of the degree (number of interactions) and strength (dependence of plants) of *A*. *mellifera* on nestedness. However, the long-term interactions between *T*. *spinipes* and other native bees could have resulted in a higher effect on the adaptation of other bees. Although *A*. *mellifera* appears to displace the other bees from plant resources, making them change their phenology \[[@pone.0137198.ref042]\], *T*. *spinipes* presents a more direct effect on them, since they display an aggressive behavior when interacting with other bees during foraging \[[@pone.0137198.ref074]\].

Our data also suggest that high temperature reduces the strength of *A*. *mellifera* and increases network nestedness and plant niche overlap, temperature being highly correlated to altitude. This result indicates that the higher the temperature, the lesser is the dependence of *A*. *mellifera* and also, the higher is the aggregation of generalist species in a core (nestedness) and the similarity between partner species (niche overlap). It was already demonstrated that the mean annual temperature positively influences *A*. *mellifera* nest density only up to values equal to 25°C, whereas higher temperatures produce an inverse effect \[[@pone.0137198.ref075]\]. In addition, during seasons with extremely high temperatures, the abundance of *A*. *mellifera* decreases locally \[[@pone.0137198.ref076]\]. It is likely that local bees are more adapted to severe environmental conditions, playing central roles in these networks and apparently displacing *A*. *mellifera*. However, it is important to notice that temperature was negatively correlated to plant richness, what could also be mediating these results. Unlike temperature, precipitation showed no significant effect on either species. However, our dataset did not include networks on the Amazon biome, an area of constant high rainfall in Brazil; thus, the effect of precipitation on the role of these bees remains unclear. Finally, we found no correlation between disturbed habitats and *A*. *mellifera*, while this variable was correlated positively with *T*. *spinipes* strength. The lack of correlation found on *A*. *mellifera* interaction pattern suggests that this invasive species is neither favored nor hindered by habitat degradation whereas the positive correlation between habitat degradation and *T*. *spinipes* strength may suggest that this species responds well to disturbances. This emphasizes the potential role of both species as pollinators of local plants in degraded areas, which typically have smaller pollinator diversity \[[@pone.0137198.ref077]\]. Our results are a good example of the effect of different habitats inducing different interactions.

In short, our results suggest that temperature has an important effect on *A*. *mellifera* and disturbance, on *T*. *spinipes*. Both species are correlated differently to networks, being *A*. *mellifera* more influential on network topology (nestedness and plant niche overlap) and *T*. *spinipes* more influential on the interaction patterns of plants and other bees (plant and bee niche overlap). Overall, our results suggest that highly generalist invasive species alter the structure of interaction networks, and act differently from other equally generalist species, but which are not exotic, i.e., those that participate on networks for a long-time period. These species may present different answers to global changes, with consequences for their interaction networks and to the ecosystem services delivered by them. Understanding these relationships more accurately could contribute to the establishment of conservation programs that address management and public policy, aiming to enhance the protection of pollinators.
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